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RUMBLE STRIPS are an innovative traffic
safety product designed for traffic calming.

Rumble Strips create audible vibrating warnings for all vehicles approaching
reduced speed zones. These day/night visibility warning devices utilize highly
reflective reflective durable coatings and provide excellent reflective visibility
during wet, nighttime conditions.
Can be used for temporary or permanent applications.

Alert drivers through a combination of safety features in just one product.

RUMBLE STRIP
MODEL R1

Size: 4' x 6”

Highly reflective, brilliant white or
yellow profiled rumble strips designed
for use where reflective traffic calming
and speed reduction are required.

Unique design affords motorists with
both standard and wet night
reflectance along with audible and
vibratory features to enhance drivers
alertness.

Ideal for transverse speed reduction
in construction zones, school zones,
children play zones, reduced speed
zones, railroad crossings, bridge
decks, roadway shoulder chann-
elization and other applications
requiring speed reduction and/or
traffic calming.

Non-Reflective Black
Non-reflective black matte finish
profiled rumble strips designed for use
where traffic calming and speed
reduction is required. Provides an
audible and controlled vibratory
warning to motorists, alerting them
that a change in driving patterns is
required as a result of upcoming  traffic
hazards. Black matte finish blends
into bituminous asphalt surfaces.

RECOMMENDED FOR USE ON
ASPHALT OR SMOOTH CONCRETE
SURFACES.
TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT
INSTALLATIONS.

CONTACT CEMENT:
One gallon of contact cement covers approximately 50 to 75 sq ft.
10 rumble strips = 20 square feet.

CONSULT APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS OR YOUR REPRESENTATIVE PRIOR TO USE.

Yellow 4' x 6" 0351-6Y-RRS    1  $
White 4' x 6" 0351-6W-RRS    1  $
Black 4' x 6" 0351-6BK-NRS    1  $

Yellow 4' x 6"    0350-6Y-RRS 10          $
White 4' x 6"    0350-6W-RRS 10          $
Black 4' x 6"    0350-6BK-NRS 10          $

Contact Cement       0355-1CC 1 Gal      $  
              0355-5CC 5 Gal      $

Bituminous               Call
Each piece 6” x 4”

Single units:
COLOR SIZE ITEM #   QTY   COST

Box of 10 units (40 Linear feet)
COLOR SIZE      ITEM # QTY        COST

ADHESIVE TYPE    ITEM # SIZE        COST




